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bstract

Exposure to incongruent auditory and visual speech produces both visual recalibration and selective adaptation of auditory speech identification.
n an earlier study, exposure to an ambiguous auditory utterance (intermediate between /aba/ and /ada/) dubbed onto the video of a face articulating
ither /aba/ or /ada/, recalibrated the perceived identity of auditory targets in the direction of the visual component, while exposure to congruent
on-ambiguous /aba/ or /ada/ pairs created selective adaptation, i.e. a shift of perceived identity in the opposite direction [Bertelson, P., Vroomen,
., & de Gelder, B. (2003). Visual recalibration of auditory speech identification: a McGurk aftereffect. Psychological Science, 14, 592–597]. Here,
e examined the build-up course of the after-effects produced by the same two types of bimodal adapters, over a 1–256 range of presentations. The
negative) after-effects of non-ambiguous congruent adapters increased monotonically across that range, while those of ambiguous incongruent
dapters followed a curvilinear course, going up and then down with increasing exposure. This pattern is discussed in terms of an asynchronous
nteraction between recalibration and selective adaptation processes.

2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The question of how sensory modalities cooperate in forming
coherent representation of the environment is the focus of
uch current research. The major part of that work is carried

ut with conflict situations, in which incongruent information
bout potentially the same distal event is presented to different
odalities (see reviews by Bertelson & de Gelder, 2004; De
elder & Bertelson, 2003).
Exposure to such conflicting inputs produces two main

ffects: immediate biases and after-effects. By immediate biases
re meant effects of incongruent inputs in a distracting modality
n the perception of corresponding inputs in a target modal-
ty. For example, in the so-called ventriloquist illusion, the
erceived location of target sounds is displaced toward light
ashes delivered simultaneously at some distance, in spite of
nstructions to ignore the latter (Bertelson, 1999). After-effects
henceforth “AEs”) are shifts in perception observed follow-
ng exposure to an inter-modal conflict, when data in one or in

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 2 772 85 81; fax: +32 2 650 22 09.
E-mail address: pbrtlsn@ulb.ac.be (P. Bertelson).
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oth modalities are later presented alone. For the ventriloquism
ituation, unimodal sound localization responses are, after expo-
ure to synchronized but spatially discordant sound bursts and
ight flashes, shifted in the direction of the distracting flashes
Radeau & Bertelson, 1974; Recanzone, 1998). The occurrence
f AEs has generally been taken as implying that exposure to
ncongruence between corresponding inputs in different modal-
ties recalibrates processing in one or both modalities in a way
hat eliminates (or at least reduces) the perceived discordance.
lthough immediate biases and recalibration have consistently
een demonstrated for spatial conflict situations, the evidence
as long been less complete for conflicts regarding event iden-
ities. Here, biases were often reported, but, for some time, no
ecalibration. The main example is the conflict resulting from
he acoustic delivery of a particular speech utterance in syn-
hrony with the optical presentation of a face articulating a visu-
lly incongruent utterance. As originally reported by McGurk

nd MacDonald (1976), this kind of situation generally pro-
uces strong immediate biases of the auditory percept towards
he speechread distracter, a phenomenon now generally called
the McGurk effect”. For instance, auditory /ba/ combined with

mailto:pbrtlsn@ulb.ac.be
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2006.01.031
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isual /ga/ is often heard as /da/. On the other hand, no demon-
tration of AEs consequent upon exposure to McGurk situations
ad until recently been reported, and results in the literature
Roberts & Summerfield, 1981; Saldaňa & Rosenblum, 1994)
ere taken as implying that such exposure produces no recali-
ration, possibly revealing a basic difference between identity
nd spatial conflicts (Rosenblum, 1994).

Using a new type of adapting situation, we have however
ow succeeded in demonstrating the latter kind of recalibra-
ion (Bertelson, Vroomen, & de Gelder, 2003). Our exposure
ituation involved bimodal stimulus pairs in which the audi-
ory component was each participant’s most ambiguous speech
tterance from an /aba/–/ada/ continuum (A?), and the visual
omponent featured the articulation of either of the two end
oints, /aba/ or /ada/. Following the habitual conflict adapta-
ion paradigm, auditory identification tests, using the ambiguous
tterance and two slightly less ambiguous ones as material, were
dministered after exposure to bimodal adapters with either the
aba/ or the /ada/ visual component. As expected, /aba/ responses
ere more frequent after exposure with visual /aba/ than with
isual /ada/, thus revealing recalibration.

Our reason for using an ambiguous auditory adapter was to
void the occurrence of the so-called selective speech adaptation
henomenon, in which repeated exposure to a non-ambiguous
uditory speech utterance causes a reduction in the frequency
ith which that utterance is reported on subsequent identifi-

ation trials (Eimas & Corbit, 1973; Samuel, 1986). Selective
peech adaptation is thus, like recalibration, an adaptation phe-
omenon that manifests itself by AEs but, unlike recalibration,
oes not depend on the co-occurrence of conflicting inputs in
nother modality. If our bimodal exposure had been run with
nambiguous auditory utterances, e.g. auditory /aba/ paired
ith visual /ada/, the same outcome on post-test, more /ada/

esponses, could have been equally attributed to selective speech
daptation from auditory /aba/ as to recalibration of speech iden-
ification by the visual distracter /ada/.

That exposure to bimodal pairs with unambiguous auditory
peech utterances from our material can actually produce selec-
ive speech adaptation was demonstrated in the same study
Bertelson et al., 2003, Exp. 2) by exposing participants to con-
ruent and unambiguous audio-visual pairs, either auditory /aba/
ombined with visual /aba/, or auditory /ada/ combined with
isual /ada/. In this new condition, exposure effectively resulted
n a reduction of the proportion of responses consistent with the
imodal adapter. Fewer /aba/ responses occurred after exposure
o bimodal /aba/ than to bimodal /ada/, the outcome opposite
he one obtained when the same visual /aba/ was paired with the
mbiguous auditory utterance. The congruent visual component
resumably played no role in the causation of selective adap-
ation, but its presence made each congruent non-ambiguous
dapting pair undistinguishable from the pair with the same
isual component and the ambiguous auditory component, as
as shown in separate identification tests.

Additional evidence for the dissociation between two adapta-

ion phenomena was provided more recently in a study showing
hat they dissipate following different courses (Vroomen, van
inden, Keetels, de Gelder, & Bertelson, 2004). The present
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tudy is focused on the build-up of the AEs across succes-
ive presentations of the bimodal adapters of our original study
Bertelson et al., 2003). Two of these, making up the ambiguous
ound condition, consisted of the participant’s most ambiguous
uditory utterance A?, paired across successive presentations
ither with visual /aba/ (pair A?Vb) or with visual /ada/ (pair
?Vd). The other two adapters, making up the non-ambiguous

ounds condition, consisted of auditory /aba/ paired with visual
aba/ (pair AbVb) and of auditory /ada/ paired with visual /ada/
pair AdVd). Following the earlier findings, the ambiguous
ound condition was expected to produce no selective speech
daptation, because of the ambiguity of the auditory compo-
ent, but to cause recalibration in the direction of the incongruent
isual component. In contrast, the non-ambiguous sounds con-
ition was expected to produce selective adaptation, because of
he non-ambiguous quality of each auditory component, but no
ecalibration, because of the absence of phonetic incongruence
etween auditory and visual components. The adapters were
resented in continuous series of trials, and auditory AEs were
easured at several successive points during each series. A first

roup of participants was tested with adaptation blocks running
o 64 trials. Their results revealed an unexpected reversal in the
uild-up course of adaptation in the ambiguous sound condi-
ion. To check on this finding, the number of exposure trials was
xtended to 256 for a second group of participants.

. Methods

.1. Materials

Details of the stimuli have been provided in an earlier paper (Vroomen et al.,
004). In short, a 9-point /aba/–/ada/ speech continuum was created by varying
he frequency of the second (F2) formant in equal steps. The end-point auditory
tterances and the individually determined most ambiguous one were dubbed
nto the video of a face that articulated /aba/ or /ada/.

.2. Participants

Two groups of 25 students from Tilburg University participated in one exper-
mental session. Those in Group 64 were administered 64 trials long exposure
locks, and those in Group 256, 256 trials long blocks.

.3. Procedure

For both groups, the session involved three successive phases: calibration,
hen pre-tests followed by a bimodal audio-visual exposure phase, interspersed
ith post-test trials.

The calibration phase served to determine, for each participant individually,
he sound on the continuum that was nearest to her/his /aba/–/ada/ phoneme
oundary. It consisted of 98 trials in which each of the nine sounds was presented
n random order at 1.5 s inter-trials intervals. Sounds from the middle of the
ontinuum were presented more often than those from the extremes (6, 8, 14,
4, 14, 14, 14, 8 and 6 presentations for each of the nine items, respectively).
he participant classified the sound as /aba/ or /ada/ by pressing one of two keys.
he participant’s 50% cross-over point was estimated via probit analysis, and

he continuum item nearest to that point (A?) served as auditory component in
he bimodal exposure trials of the ambiguous sound condition.
In the pre-test phase, the participant gave dichotomous key-pressing clas-
ification responses to her/his most ambiguous sound A?, as well as to its two
mmediate continuum neighbors (A? − 1 and A? + 1). These three test sounds
ere presented in balanced order across 20 successive triplets. The 60 presen-

ations followed each other without interruption at 2.5 s ITIs.
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the curve and the two higher order components, its gradual flat-
tening. Finally, application of GLM to the 64 to 256 exposures
AEs of Group 256 produced significant linear trends (p < .01 for
74 J. Vroomen et al. / Neurop

The audio-visual exposure phase consisted of eight adaptation blocks, two
or each of the four bimodal adapters AbVb, AdVd, A?Vb and A?Vd. For Group
4, the adapters were presented 64 times in each block at 1.5 s ITIs, and two
riplets of auditory identification post-tests, identical to those in the pre-test
hase, were interpolated after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 exposures. For Group
56, there were 256 exposures per block presented at 0.85 s ITIs, and post-tests
ere interpolated at the same locations as for Group 64, plus locations 128

nd 256. No phonetic decisions were required during the audio-visual exposure
hase, but participants had to press a special key on every presentation of a visual
atch stimulus (a 12 pixels white spot flashed for 100 ms between the nose and
he upper lip of the talker). Five such catch trials were interpolated at random

oments during each block, in order to ensure attention to the face. Presentations
f the different types of blocks were counterbalanced across participants.

. Results

The individually determined most ambiguous auditory stim-
li (A?) ranged between utterances 4 and 6. During bimodal
xposure, participants detected 93% of the visual catch stim-
li, indicating that they were effectively attending to the face.
Es were calculated (as in Bertelson et al., 2003), by the differ-

nce in the proportion of /aba/ responses obtained after exposure
o respectively A?Vb and A?Vd (ambiguous sound condition)
r after AbVb and AdVd (non-ambiguous sound condition).
ecalibration thus manifests itself by positive AEs and selective
daptation by negative ones. Mean AEs as functions of number
f exposure trials across each type of block are shown in Fig. 1.

As a first step, the data from each group were submitted to two
eparate two-factor (auditory ambiguity and number of expo-
ures) MANOVAs. For Group 64, both main effects, auditory
mbiguity, F(1, 24) = 52.6, p < .001, and number of exposures,
(6, 144) = 6.37, p < .001, and their interaction F(6, 144) = 15.3,
< .001, were significant. The results were identical for Group
56: condition, F(1, 24) = 57.1, p < .001, number of exposures,

(8, 192) = 31.8, p < .001, interaction, F(8, 192) = 13.2, p < .001.
he effects of auditory ambiguity correspond to the fact that AEs
ere mainly positive with ambiguous adapters and mainly neg-

tive with non-ambiguous ones. The interactions reflect the fact,

ig. 1. Mean after-effects as functions of cumulative number of exposures in the
mbiguous sound condition (adapters A?Vb and A?Vd) and the non-ambiguous
ound condition (adapters AbVb and AdVd) for Group 64 (exposures 1–64)
nd Group 256 (exposures 1–256). Aftereffects are the differences between the
roportions /aba/ responses obtained with adapters A?Vb and A?Vd (ambiguous
ondition) or with adapters AbVb and AdVd (non-ambiguous condition).
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learly visible in Fig. 1, that AEs follow different courses in the
wo conditions, monotonically decreasing in the non-ambiguous
ound condition and going up and then down in the ambiguous
ound condition.

In the ambiguous sound condition, AEs appear to peak higher
n Group 64 than in Group 256. To check on the significance of
hat difference, the data of Group 64 were entered together with
hose for the first 64 exposures of Group 256 into a two-factor
group and number of exposures) MANOVA. No significant
ain effect of group, F(1, 48) < 1, nor any interaction with

umber of exposures, F(6, 288) = 1.52, p > .10, emerged. Thus,
he observed difference probably resulted from random varia-
ions among participants in the two groups. A similar absence
f group difference could be expected for the non-ambiguous
ondition on the basis of the data in Fig. 1, and was confirmed
y MANOVA, both Fs < 1.

Given the absence of significant difference, the data from the
wo groups could be pooled and the resulting values (shown in
ig. 2) submitted to two General Linear Model (GLM) anal-
ses, allowing the examination of trends. For the ambiguous
ound condition, the analysis produced a significant quadratic
omponent, F(1, 49) = 7.34, p < .01, and the linear component,
(1, 49) = 1.65, p > .20, was non-significant. The quadratic com-
onent reflects the fact that the AE raised, reached a plateau and
hen went down. For the non-ambiguous condition (lower part of
ig. 2), GLM produced a highly significant linear component,
(1, 49) = 91.2, p < .001, as well as significant quadratic, F(1,
9) = 21.6, p < .001, and cubic, F(1, 49) = 11.6, p < .001, ones.
he linear component reflects the monotonic decreasing slope of
oth conditions) and no higher order trends (all Fs < 1).

ig. 2. Mean aftereffects as functions of cumulative number of exposures (1–64),
or the pooled data of Groups 64 and 256, in the ambiguous sound condition
adapters A?Vb and A?Vd) and the non-ambiguous sound condition (adapters
bVb and AdVd).
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Two somewhat unexpected aspects of the build-up courses
eserve attention. Both concern the starting points of the curves.
n the ambiguous sound condition, a substantial positive AE, sig-
ificantly superior to zero, t(49) = 5.98, p < .001, already occurs
fter the single first presentation of the bimodal adapter. In
he non-ambiguous sound condition, a significant positive AE,
(49) = 2.98, p < .005, occurs after the first presentation. It gives
ay to the expected negative values on succeeding exposures.
ossible reasons for these effects will be examined in Section 3.

. Discussion

The present experiment examined the way the contrasting
uditory AEs obtained in our earlier studies (Bertelson et al.,
003; Vroomen et al., 2004), after exposure to bimodal pairs
ith respectively ambiguous and non-ambiguous auditory com-
onents, build-up. Two main results emerged.

First, the main directions in which AEs develop are the same
s in the earlier experiments. After eight presentations (the level
f exposure used throughout in the original study) AEs went in
he direction of the visual distracter in the ambiguous sound con-
itions, and in the opposite direction (away from the congruent
imodal adapter) in the non-ambiguous sound conditions. This
ontrast, which was presented as demonstrating the dissociation
etween recalibration and selective speech adaptation, is thus
eplicated. The fact established in the original study (Bertelson
t al., 2003) that in our material corresponding bimodal adapters
iffering only at the level of auditory ambiguity (like A?Vb and
bVb) are perceptually undistinguishable should be stressed

gain at this point. It carries the important implication that the
ontrasting AEs obtained in the two conditions cannot have orig-
nated in deliberate post-perceptual strategies, and must be of
erceptual nature.

Second, the respective developments not only go in oppo-
ite directions, but also follow different courses, monotonically
escending for non-ambiguous sounds, and curvilinear, with a
apid early build-up followed by a plateau and then a gradual
ecline, for ambiguous sounds.

In our initial paper (Bertelson et al., 2003) we proposed that
he AEs obtained in the ambiguous sound condition reflected
ssentially recalibration, and those in the non-ambiguous sound
ondition, essentially selective adaptation. Let us now examine
ow the build-up results affect these proposals.

For the non-ambiguous sound condition, the monotonic
escend of the curve is consistent with the interpretation in terms
f cumulative selective adaptation, and the gradual decelera-
ion of that descent suggests evolution toward some asymptotic
alue. The fact that the descending curve starts, after the first
xposure trial, not at zero or already at some small negative level,
ut at a significantly positive one, may seem surprising. A possi-
le explanation would be that presentation of a non-ambiguous
end-point) auditory utterance produces not only selective adap-
ation but also some priming or repetition effect, i.e. moving

erception of the ambiguous test utterance in the direction of
he just presented non-ambiguous one, the direction opposite
hat of selective adaptation. If the priming effect, in contrast to
he cumulative selective adaptation, was constant from trial to
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rial, it might overrun the latter on early presentations but be
vertaken by it later on, thus producing the pattern observed in
he figure.

For the ambiguous sound condition, the main finding is the
urvilinear development course. That an initial positive growth
radually gives way to a decline is supported by the quadratic
rend obtained for the pooled data over exposures 1–64, and the
eality of the final decline receives additional support from the
escending linear trend obtained over the last three post-tests of
roup 256. What mechanism could produce such a pattern?
The ascending part of the curve in all probability reflects

ncreasing recalibration. A question similar to the one discussed
or the non-ambiguous sound data may be raised concerning the
ignificant AE already present after the first exposure. The two
ases are however not identical. In the non-ambiguous condition,
he first trial AE went in the direction opposite the later selective
daptation, thus requiring a different explanation, like the one
hrough a priming effect that we proposed. For the ambiguous
ondition, the first trial AE goes in the same positive direction as
he later build-up, so that it can just be the effect of a very rapid,
r one-trial, recalibration process. That priming would also play
ome role cannot be excluded on the basis of the present data,
nd the possibility should be a matter for future investigations.

Regarding the later decline, there is of course no apparent rea-
on why a learning phenomenon like recalibration would reverse
tself at some point. Some separate process must be involved
ere. The most likely possibility is a selective adaptation process
unning in parallel with recalibration and eventually counterbal-
ncing it. This process could start as soon as some sufficient
xposure to non-ambiguous sounding inputs has occurred. A
asis for selective adaptation can be provided on each trial since
airing the ambiguous utterance with a (non-ambiguous) visual
omponent makes it sound non-ambiguous (through the McGurk
ffect). Of course, the same bimodal pair also produces recal-
bration because of the discrepancy between the ambiguous
tterance and the non-ambiguous visual component. Whether
he progressive recalibration then makes an additional contribu-
ion to the accumulation of selective adaptation is a possibility,
ut one on which our data provide no evidence.

In conclusion, the present study imposes a revision of our ear-
ier interpretation of the adaptation observed in the ambiguous
ound condition as reflecting exclusively visual recalibration.
xposure to a bimodal stimulus with an ambiguous auditory
omponent would produce selective adaptation in parallel with
ecalibration. Due to the respective developmental courses of the
wo phenomena, recalibration would dominate the resulting AEs
t early stages and be counterbalanced by selective adaptation
ater on.

Bertelson et al. (2003) noted that while both conflict-based
ecalibration and conflict-free sensory adaptation have been
emonstrated in several other perceptual domains, their inter-
ction had rarely been considered within the same experimental
ituation. A relevant case has been revealed by recent work con-

erning the influence of lexical context on auditory phoneme
dentification. In an important study, Samuel (2001) used the
elective adaptation paradigm to demonstrate such lexical influ-
nces in the absence of contamination by post-perceptual adjust-
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Fig. 3. Mean aftereffects, averaged across lexical contexts, as functions of expo-
sure blocks, in the experiment of Samuel (2001). Exposure stimuli were words
with final /s/ or /ʃ/, in which the final fricative had been replaced by an ambigu-
ous intermediate sound (e.g. /bronchiti?/, from bronchitis), or /demoli?/, from
demolish). Tests in which items from an 8-step /is/–/iʃ/continuum were catego-
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ents. His participants were exposed to repeated presentations
f an ambiguous /s/–/ʃ/ sound in the context of either an /s/-final
ord (e.g. /bronchiti?/, from bronchitis), or an /ʃ/-final one (e.g.

demoli?/, from demolish). In post-tests involving identification
f the ambiguous /s/–/ʃ/, fewer reports of a particular alternative
ere obtained after exposure to words favouring that alternative.
amuel concluded that the lexically induced phoneme had pro-
uced selective adaptation, in the same manner as an acoustically
elivered one.

More recently, though, Norris, McQueen, and Cutler (2003)
xposed listeners with similar materials, but instead of selective
daptation, they observed recalibration (or, in their terms, per-
eptual learning1). For instance, they replaced the final fricative
/f/ or /s/) from critical Dutch words by an ambiguous sound,
ntermediate between /f/ and /s/. Listeners heard this ambigu-
us utterance either in /f/-final words (e.g., /witlo?/, from witlof,
hicory) or in /s/-final words (e.g., /naaldbo?/, from naaldbos,
ine forest). Listeners who heard /?/ in /f/-final words were in
ubsequent testing more likely to report /f/, whereas those who
eard /?/ in /s/-final words were more likely to report /s/. Thus,
xposure to what seems to be very similar materials caused in
ne study (Samuel, 2001) selective adaptation, and the other
Norris et al., 2003) recalibration.

There are several differences between the two experiments
hat may explain the contradiction. For instance, Samuel used
straightforward selective adaptation method, the one used by
orris et al. involved less habitual procedures, like embedding

he adapters in a larger number of neutral fillers. Our results
owever suggest that the critical factor may be the amount
f exposure received by the participants. Norris et al. (2003)
xposed their participants to just 20 inducing utterances, embed-
ed in a single block among 180 fillers, while Samuel (2001)
dministered each utterance 768 times (24 blocks of 32 inducers,
ach followed by 8 post-tests, and no fillers). If the lexical effects
aking place in these experiments involve, like the crossmodal
ffects studied here, an early phase dominated by recalibration
or perceptual learning) and a later phase dominated by selec-
ive adaptation, then a short adaptation phase (as in Norris et al.,
003) may reveal mainly recalibration, which, with the kind of
assive exposure carried out by Samuel, would be overtaken by

elective adaptation.
In his paper, Samuel (2001) reported only the mean adapta-

ion effects over the whole experimental session. However, since
eries of post-tests were carried out after each of the 24 adap-
ation blocks, the data contained all the necessary information
oncerning the build-up course. Samuel has kindly made these
ata available to us. Fig. 3 shows AEs for successive adaptation

locks. Negative differences are observed for the clear majority
f blocks posterior to block 3, showing the expected dominant
ole of selective adaptation. But a positive difference, possi-

1 Recalibration is the term classically used in the literature on multisensory
erception, and on perceptual adaptation more generally, to designate conflict-
ased modifications in input-to-percept correspondences. Perceptual learning,
hich is currently gaining acceptance for similar usages in speech studies, misses

he distinction between a modification in existing translating rules and the acqui-
ition of new rules.

B

D

E

M

N

ized as /is/ or /iʃ/ were run after each block of 32 exposures. Aftereffects are
easured by the proportion identifications consistent with the lexical inducers.

Data courtesy of Arthur Samuel.)

ly indicative of recalibration, obtains on block 1 (i.e. after 32
dapter presentations), and progressively gives way to negative
nes on following blocks. Thus, the succession observed in our
mbiguous sound condition of a pattern dominated by recalibra-
ion and of one dominated by selective adaptation is present in
amuel’s lexical recalibration situation as well. It might occur
enerally during prolonged exposure to various sorts of conflict
ituations.
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